
OnJanuary 26, 2015, the Federal Court of Appeal in
Toronto dismissed the government’s appeal against an
action brought by William Krehm, Ann Emmett, and

COMER (Committee for Monetary and Economic Reform) to
restore the use of the Bank of Canada to its original purpose:
that is, to finance government investments in infrastructure and
‘human capital’ at a negligible interest rate.
Following this judgement, the federal government has 60

days to appeal the case to the Supreme Court of Canada, who
may or may not accept the case (the SCC could let the Federal
Court of Appeal’s dismissal stand).
The case is being prosecuted by Rocco Galati, by reputation

Canada’s number one constitutional lawyer. He believes that
this is the most important case he has ever had, and is on solid
legal and constitutional grounds, and that his clients should win.
But he’s not counting on it.
‘Not all meritorious cases in our judicial system win,’ he says. 
Galati finds it curious that the case, which has been winding

its way through the courts since December 2011, has attracted
virtually no media attention.

Some History
The original 1934 version of the Bank of Canada Act provides
(under s 18 (i) and (j)) for the Bank to make loans to federal,
provincial, and municipal governments for ‘human capital’
expenditures (education, health, other social services) and/or
infrastructure expenditures. Loans to finance these activities
were then, and are still, a significant portion of government
borrowing.
Prior to the creation of the Bank of Canada, the Canadian

government borrowed from private banks that issued their own
banknotes. The largest of these, the Bank of Montreal, served as
the government’s banker. 
In 1938, the Bank of Canada was established as a publicly

owned self-funding institution. Until 1974, it was the only
publicly owned central bank in the G20. The Bank of Canada
charged interest on loans to the government, but the bank’s
profits were returned to the government, making the loans
nearly interest free.
The government borrowed from the Bank of Canada, at

almost zero interest, to finance its way out of the Great

Depression, the Second World War, the Trans Canada Highway,
the St Lawrence Seaway, and postwar growth in health care,
education, and social services.
But public ownership ended in 1974, when the Bank of

International Settlements (BIS) established policy that
governments must borrow from privately owned global banks.
Since 1974, governments have not made use of the Bank of
Canada, but have borrowed from commercial banks, paying the
going rate of interest. This interest is a significant factor in
government budgeting, accounting, decision-making, and
finance; it looms larger than health care, seniors’ entitlements,
or national defence.

The Essence of the Case
The case first appeared as a proposed class action seeking
damages and possibly Court Declaration against the Defendant
(Her Majesty the Queen, The Minister of Finance, The Minister
of National Revenue, The Bank of Canada, and The Attorney
General of Canada). It was originally filed with the Federal Court
on January 19, 2012.
It claimed that the refusal of the federal government to

request such loans from the Bank of Canada, and the refusal of
the Bank of Canada, controlled by the federal government, to
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‘When a government is dependent upon bankers
for money, they and not the leaders of the
government control the situation, since the

hand that gives is above the hand that takes.… Money has
no motherland; financiers are without patriotism and
without decency; their sole object is gain.’

—Napoleon Bonaparte, Emperor of France, 1815

‘Once a nation parts with control of its currency and
credit, it matters not who makes that nation’s
laws. Usury, once in control, will wreck any

nation. Until the control of currency and credit is restored to
government and recognized as its most conspicuous and
sacred responsibility, all talk of the sovereignty of Parliament
and of democracy is idle and futile.’ 

—Mackenzie King, Canada’s 10th Prime Minister, 1938



make such loans ‘has resulted in negative and destructive
impacts on Canadians by the disintegration of Canada’s
economy, its financial institutions, increase in public debt,
decrease in social services, as well as a widening gap between
rich and poor with a continuing disappearance of the middle
class’.
It is further claimed that section 18(m), which was added to

the Bank of Canada Act after 1974, is unconstitutional and ‘of
no force and effect’. This subsection provides legislative cover
for transactions between the Bank of Canada and other central
banks, the Bank of International Settlements, the International
Monetary Fund, the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, etc. This essentially links the Bank of Canada to
an international privately owned central banking system which
operates on the basis that interest is payable on loans and
deposits.
The action’s claim is that the administration and operation

of this clause is unconstitutional in that Parliament and the
government have ‘abdicated their duty to govern’ over
monetary, currency and fiscal policies, and the effect on socio-
economic governance. The plaintiffs (Krehm, Emmett, and
COMER) say that the government has handed control of those
policies to international, private entities, whose interests are
then placed above the interests of Canadians. This, they say, is
unconstitutional, ‘not only with respect to its specific provisions,
but also with respect to the underlying constitutional
imperatives’.
And that’s not all. The plaintiffs go on to claim that the

Governor of the Bank of Canada, in maintaining the secrecy of
minutes of meetings with other central bank governors, is acting
ultra vires his authority and unconstitutionally; that the
Minister of Finance is required to identify, in his budget,
expenditures on ‘human capital’, and list them as assets rather
than expenses; that the Minister of Finance is required to list all
revenues, before subtracting tax credits to individuals and
corporations, in his calculation of a net budgetary surplus or
deficit (by s 91(5) of the Constitution Act, 1867).
This leads to an accusation that the Defendant’s officials

conspired (‘wittingly or unwittingly’) to ‘by-pass the sovereign
rule of Canada’ in respect of financial, monetary, and socio-
economic policy, to ‘cause injury’ to the plaintiffs ‘and all other
Canadians’. This being a class action, the plaintiffs claim
damages of $10,000 each for themselves, and $1 each for every
Canadian citizen/resident, plus ‘declaratory and/or
consequential and/or prerogative order and/or relief; and costs’.

Two Trials... And More
The first test of this action took place in the Federal Court before
Justice Aalto on December 5, 2012. Federal government lawyers
moved to ‘strike’ the action; in other words, to bar the court from
hearing the case. They won the day. 
In August, 2013, Justice Aalto ruled the allegations ‘not

justiciable’, and that the COMER lawsuit was not liable to be
tried in a court of law. (If a court of law could decide the matter
successfully, it is said to be justiciable.) Undaunted, COMER,
Krehm, and Emmett appealed Justice Aalto’s decision on
December 10, 2013 in the Federal Court, under Mr Justice
Russell. A larger courtroom had to be found to accommodate
the overflow crowd. 
Rocco Galati argued that Justice Aalto’s conclusion that the

action was ‘not justiciable’ was ‘reverse circular reasoning’,
because Aalto had effectively tried the case. Galati argued that
on a motion to strike, the court must not prejudge the merits of
the action, but only whether a court could decide it; and that the
interpretation of a statute must be determined by a full trial, not
just on a motion to strike.
Galati also pointed out that Justice Aalto’s decision depended

on a ‘flawed interpretation’ of the word ‘may’ in section 18 of the
Bank of Canada Act. COMER’s interpretation was that the word
‘may’ should be read as ‘having the power to’, and should not
imply any decision-making power.
COMER won that appeal, in Justice Russell’s April 24, 2014

decision to overturn Justice Aalto’s decision, commenting only
that some of the claims needed elaboration. The main action ‘is
justiciable and can proceed’.

Both COMER And The Government
Appealed

On January 26, 2015, the Federal Court of Appeal dismissed
both appeals. COMER lost its appeal on two minor points. But
the government lost on its motion to strike the action. Quoting
Justice Russell: ‘the declaratory relief sought, which is the bulk
of the claim, as to the meaning of, and misuse of the Bank of
Canada provisions, as they relate to interest-free loans for
human capital infrastructure, as well as the Finance Minister’s
fudging of the numbers in the budgetary process, is justiciable
and can proceed’.
It is difficult to guess what happens next. The government

could appeal the Federal Court of Appeal’s decision to the
Supreme Court of Canada before March 29, 2015; but the
Supreme Court could refuse to hear it, preferring to hear the
action itself, rather than appeals on the motion to strike. 0
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